A. TANDOOR NAAN HOOK WS-TL-SK-HOOK
The 37” Tandoor Naan Hook is used in conjunction with the Tandoor Naan Scraper for the traditional preparation of Naan bread, allowing efficient removal of multiple loaves. This handcrafted stainless steel tool is built to last.

B. TANDOOR NAAN SCRAPER WS-TL-SK-SCRAPER
The 37” Tandoor Naan Scraper is used in conjunction with the Tandoor Naan Hook to remove Naan bread in the traditional method. Handcrafted by Wood Stone.

C. TANDOOR SKEWER (SEEKH) WS-TL-SK
The 37” Tandoor Skewer is designed for vegetables and proteins. The stainless steel skewer includes one Keeper Clip (000-318-CLIP).

D. TANDOOR NAANDLE WS-TL-NAANDLE
The 34” Tandoor Naandle replicates a traditional Naan pillow. The pillow covers a spring-loaded aluminum plate with a stainless steel handle and grease-resistant grip to allow for easy application of the Naan bread to the interior walls of the Tandoor.

E. TANDOOR 9” CANVAS COVER & PAD 3000-0017
Replacement Canvas Cover & Pad for the Tandoor Naandle.

F. TANDOOR SKEWER INDEXING RING
The Tandoor Skewer Indexing Ring, standard with new Tandoors, sits atop the opening to support skewers. Replacements available for both 31” and 35” models.
   1650810 (for 31” Tandoor)
   1650809 (for 35” Tandoor)

G. TOOL SET FOR TANDOOR WS-TL-SET-TANDOOR
The Tool Set For Tandoor includes one Tandoor Naan Hook (WS-TL-SK-HOOK), one Tandoor Naan Scraper (WS-TK-SK-SCRAPER) and 10 Tandoor Skewers (WS-TL-SK).

H. SAUCE PAN RACK 000-402-57
A stainless steel shelf with cutouts for a 1/9th pan, a 1/6th pan and a 2.5 qt. round pan (pans/lids included) which hang from posts on either side of the square Tandoor.

I. STAINLESS STEEL SHELF 000-401-57
A high quality, stainless steel work shelf which hangs from posts on either side of the square Tandoor.